We show that a constant initial energy, angle-scanned (CIE-AS) photoemission spectrum for emission from the Fermi energy ͑E F ͒ contains Fermi surface (FS) signatures which originate from density of states type indirect transitions. Such previously unrecognized FS features in a CIE-AS spectrum would provide a robust and straightforward means of determining Fermi surfaces. Furthermore, the associated photointensity should yield a new window on k Ќ dispersion related issues in materials. Extensive simulations of CIE-AS spectra from low index faces of Cu are presented within the framework of the one-step photoemission model in order to delineate the nature of these new spectral features. The value of a constant initial energy type anglescanned photoemission spectrum has been highlighted recently by the work of [1] which considers fermiology related issues in Bi2212 [2] . The idea is to arrange the parameters of the experiment in such a way that emission from the vicinity of the Fermi energy ͑E F ͒ is measured over a fairly dense grid of k k values. It is then argued that rapid variations in the observed intensity herald quasiparticle excitations dispersing across E F as a function of k k , allowing insight into Fermi surfaces of materials and the mapping of 3D band structures. However, photoemission is intrinsically a complex process which involves energy and crystal momentum conservation in the presence of finite initial and final state lifetimes, and the matrix element for emission is, in general, influenced strongly by the final state wave function. It is important therefore to establish clearly the fundamental nature of features manifest in a constant initial energy, angle-scanned (CIE-AS) spectrum in terms of the underlying Fermi surface (FS).
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With this motivation we have carried out an extensive theoretical study of the CIE-AS spectrum from low index faces of Cu as a test case. Here we focus on a novel aspect of our results. We find that the CIE-AS spectrum not only displays the usual FS features arising from direct transitions, but also contains FS signatures originating in density of states (DOS) type indirect transitions. The latter provide a surprisingly simple imprint of the underlying FS in sharp contrast to the direct transitions. Further, it turns out that the associated photointensity is proportional to the 1D DOS of initial states as a function of k Ќ and should thus provide a new window on issues related to k Ќ dispersion in materials more generally. To our knowledge, the importance of the aforementioned DOS type FS features in a CIE-AS spectrum has not been recognized previously in the literature.
All the computations reported in this article are based on the one-step model of photoemission wherein the multiple scattering effects on the initial as well as the final electronic states are treated properly in the presence of a semi-infinite surface [3] . The crystal potential of Cu, taken from Ref. [4] , is well known to yield a reasonable electronic spectrum of Cu. Finite lifetime effects are modeled by giving a suitable imaginary part to the selfenergies of the initial and final state propagators. Much of the relevant methodology is well documented (see, e.g., Ref. [5] ) and requires little elaboration.
The essence of our new results may be illustrated with reference to Fig. 1 which shows the computed CIE-AS spectra from Cu(001) for three different values of the imaginary part S Figure 1(a) shows the presence of a number of features labeled A-D; A is seen to be the most intense, and the intensities of B-D are about 50 times smaller. Since ᐉ f in this case is rather large, the surface contribution is negligible, and all spectral features are expected to arise from direct transitions in the underlying band structure. We have verified that this is indeed the case by extensively plotting energy bands as a function of k Ќ for many different ranges of appropriately chosen k k values. For a direct transition, k Ќ must, in general, vary with k k in order to satisfy the energy conservation constraint, E final E initial 1 hn. Therefore, features in Fig. 1(a) give FS dimensions along complicated contours in the momentum space, rather than any simple cuts through the FS. It is noteworthy that if the final states were assumed to be free electrons (within the crystal), and matrix elements were to be neglected, we will obtain only the feature A in Fig. 1(a) with a uniform intensity extending to the Brillouin zone boundary. Dramatic variations in the intensity of A as well as presence of features B-D are striking consequences of the fact that matrix elements are included in our computations, together with the effects of the crystal potential on the final states.
It is useful to consider Fig. 1 (c) next which simulates the situation for a small value of ᐉ f . Figure 1(c) is obviously reminiscent of the FS of Cu, and displays striking changes compared to the spectrum of Fig. 1(a) . Much of the sharp structure A-D of Fig. 1(a) is washed out; an essentially isotropic bump F emerges near the zone center, in addition to the appearance of the large closed contour G and the elliptical regions N.
It is clear that Fig. 1 (c) differs intrinsically from Fig. 1(a) . In order to gain a handle on the nature of these changes, we recall first that the spectral photointensity in the one-step model used here is given by [3] 
where G f and G i are the one-electron Green functions at the final state ͑E͒ and the initial state ͑E 2hv͒ energies, respectively; the superscript 1 ͑2͒ indicates forward (backward) propagation. D is the photon field operator. Equation (1) can be manipulated to obtain a form for the number of excited angle-resolved photoelectrons [7] N͑E,hv͒ k k more suitable for the present purpose as
Here, M i,f denotes the matrix element between the initial and the final state. A f (or A i ) is the spectral function for the final (or initial) state which may be modeled by a Lorentzian for a state possessing a finite damping,
with a similar expression for the spectral function
If both the initial and the final states are assumed to be sharp (i.e., small values of S 00 i and S 00 f ) and the k dependence of the matrix element is neglected, N͑E,hv͒ k k is seen from Eq. (2) to be proportional to the joint density of states (JDOS) for a fixed value of k k , as expected. We also see that in the limiting case of large S 00 f , the final state Lorentzian A f will become broad and may be taken out of the integration in Eq. (2) yielding [9] N͑E,hv͒
The right-hand side of Eq. (4) is the 1D density of initial states r͑k k , E͒ associated with the k Ќ band dispersion for a given k k . The final state dispersion no longer enters the energy dependence of the photointensity because these states now constitute a uniform continuum as a result of their large damping. Equation (4) shows clearly that for a highly damped final state an angle-resolved experiment directly measures the 1D density r͑k k , E͒ of the initial states. Since r͑k k , E͒ is proportional to 1͓͞dE i ͞dk Ќ ͔, it is clear that extrema in the band structure as a function of k Ќ will induce features in the photoemission spectrum; these band extrema are usually expected to occur only at off-normal emission ͑k k fi 0͒. In our case, E i E F , therefore, whenever such an extremum crosses E F , a feature representing a simple projection of the FS will in principle appear in the photointensity. Figure 1 (c) illustrates this effect. The outer closed contour G results from the minimum in the band at k Ќ 0, and thus gives the cross section obtained when FS of Cu is cut by a (001) plane passing through the zone center. The elliptical regions N are similarly related to the projections of the (111) necks onto the (001) plane and involve the band extrema for nonzero k Ќ values [10] . G and N may be viewed as being DOS related features since r͑k k , E͒ enters crucially in making their appearance prominent in the CIE-AS spectrum. Of course, as S 00 f increases, the structure due to direct transitions becomes diffuse. The peak F in Fig. 1(c) is the broadened remnant of direct transitions [see Fig. 1(a) ] around the zone center.
These results imply that as the electron mean free path decreases, and the number of layers sampled by the emitted electrons decreases concomitantly, the spectral signature of FS features such as G and N becomes relatively more intense. This may seem puzzling at first sight since we normally associate FS features with the long range coherence of Bloch states. There is no contradiction, however, so long as the initial states are sharply defined and coherent; it is just that the FS features in a CIE-AS spectrum turn out to be remarkably simple when these states are probed via highly damped emitted electrons.
Bearing the preceding discussion in mind, we expect that the CIE-AS spectrum for an intermediate value of S 00 f will, in general, display features characteristic of both the small as well as the large S 00 f limits. This is seen to be the case in Fig. 1(b) for S 00 f 2 eV which as noted above is representative of the physical situation. Figure 1(b) shows the presence of DOS features G and N of Fig. 1(c) , on the one hand, and of broadened direct transitions such as A of Fig. 1(a) , on the other hand. The complex k dependencies of the intensities of various features [note, e.g., prominent white spots J in Fig. 1(b) ] result from subtle interplay between effects of matrix elements and the dispersion and damping of initial and final state bands. Figures 2 and 3 consider the (110) and (111) surfaces, respectively. Much of the commentary of Fig. 1 above for the (100) surface is applicable with obvious changes and need not be repeated. With increasing S 00 f , the imprint of the direct transitions (e.g., A 0 or A 00 ) becomes progressively more diffuse while the DOS related FS features (e.g., G 0 or G 00 ) gain in prominence. For the (110) surface, the necks project into two dark spots N On the (111) surface, the white ring S near the center, present even when S 00 f is small, Fig. 3(a) , is not a bulk transition but the well known Shockley state on Cu(111) in the bulk band gap on the hexagonal Brillouin zone face. The center of Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) also contains the neck N 00 although the boundary of the associated dark spot is masked by the surface state S. In this connection, we have carried out simulations wherein the position of the surface barrier in the computations was placed in such a way that the (111) surface state was artificially removed with little change in the bulk bands; the resulting CIE-AS spectrum, Fig. 3(d ) , now shows clearly the dark spot N 00 due to the neck around the center.
The question of how the present spectra are affected by various experimental parameters-especially the energy and polarization direction of the incident photons, and the energy and k resolution of the detector-deserves some comment. To this end, many additional CIE-AS spectra for the three low index faces were computed. Figure 4 for the (100) surface using S 00 f 2 eV is illustrative of the results. The spectra are influenced strongly by photon energy, as expected, because the direct transitions then involve a different final state. Figure 4(a) shows that for 26 eV photons many of the contours are quite different from those of Fig. 1(b) , pointing to difficulties endemic to any attempt at deducing quantitative FS information in terms of direct transitions; in sharp contrast, the DOS related FS features in a CIE-AS spectrum are quite insensitive to hn and provide a more straightforward measure of the FS dimensions [11] . The spectra possess a substantial polarization dependence which may in some cases help delineate spectral details. Differences between Figs. 4(b) and 1(b) indicate, for example, that the elliptical contours N involve several contributions which may be differentiable via polarized measurements. The C 4 symmetry is seen to break down in Fig. 4(b) for the p-polarized light considered. Finally, concerning the E-and k-resolution effects, a comparison of Figs. 4(c) and 1(b) shows that the energy resolution of even as much as 200 meV does not degrade FS features substantially. The spectra are, however, more sensitive to k resolution as seen from Fig. 4(d) where the spectrum for an approximately 2 ± analyzer acceptance window is simulated. The intrinsic accuracy with which the FS dimensions may be measured via the new DOS features would therefore be limited mainly by the k resolution of the experiment; this is also the case for FS determination using direct transitions.
Concerning relevant experiments, we are not aware of any literature where DOS type FS signatures in the CIE-AS spectra have been investigated along the lines of this work. References [12] and [13] have, however, considered the FS of Cu in terms of direct transitions manifest in the CIE-AS spectra [14] . In this regard, we have compared our theoretical results in detail with those of Ref. [12] which reports CIE-AS data at the photon energy (21.22 eV) used in the computations of Figs. 1-3 . The main direct FS features such as A in Figs. 1(b), 2(b), and 3(b) are found to be in reasonable accord with the corresponding measurements from the three low index faces of Cu (see Fig. 2 of Ref. [12] ); some discrepancies between theory and experiment are present, but are not considered significant in view of uncertainties inherent in first principles computations, especially with respect to the final state. Interestingly, our analysis indicates that the weak feature observed around the Y point from the (110) surface [see Fig. 2 (c) of Ref. [12] ] is the image of the Cu neck and not a surface state as suggested by Refs. [1, 15, 16] . In summary, we have shown that a CIE-AS spectrum for emission from the Fermi energy contains new FS signatures which have their origin in DOS type indirect transitions [17] . These DOS type FS features would provide a more robust and straightforward means of determining Fermi surfaces in comparison to the more conventional approach employing direct transitions. Since the associated photointensity is shown to be proportional to the 1D DOS of initial states as a function of k Ќ , these spectral features should also provide a new window for investigating k Ќ dispersion related issues in materials via the CIE-AS spectra.
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